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We regret that Patrick has advised that he is no
longer able to carry out the many functions that
he has managed so ably for over 20 years as
President of the ACC. As our President, Patrick
has done a wonderful job in ensuring the smooth
operation of the club for the enjoyment of our
members. He has devoted many hours of his time
and his own financial and other resources to
producing and distributing CrOZworld, the focus
of the club’s activities. Unfortunately it will not be
possible to print the magazine in its present form
after January 2021, although we envisage that
the emailed pdf copy will continue as in the past.
Members who have been receiving the printed
copy have been contacted individually.
Jenny and I have consulted a number of longstanding members with a view to developing
strategies that will allow the Club to continue.
Some will need to be developed in the new year as
any effect of the changed situation on our membership numbers becomes clearer. In particular,
we have been concerned for some time that the
Club is vulnerable to illness or accident of four
(now three) key players and we must involve more
members in its operation.
The subscriptions have been held at the same
level for a considerable time. With the assistance
of the generous donations to the prize fund we
estimate that the Club can continue for the next
year at the present level of $35, although the
level of prizes will reflect the need to ensure that
we remain solvent.
continued on p 9

Adjudication is so easy these days especially with Ian’s help.
Members seemed to be happy with the puzzles this month
though a few found Slot 5 challenging. As usual two clue
created problems in Slots 3 and 5. Thank you Peter for the nice
card.
Slot 1. Not too many mistakes just a few one-offs with some
looking like they were typing errors. TORTS for TURNS lost
three dots for some.
Slot 2. IDEALOGOLICAL (7) for IDEOLOGOCICAL was the
biggest error in Slot 2, with a couple of individual mistakes. An
enjoyable puzzle according to our members.
Slot 3. This puzzle had 13 nominations for COTM and was
well received by the solvers. However TREMA with 11 incorrect
entries THEMA (6), THETA (4) and THECA (1) was the problem
with this Slot. GET WELL (3) for GET REAL and SMASH (3) for
SLASH also lost dots.
Slot 4. Always a favourite with our club and this was
no exception. No big problems with the AJ apart from
FORESTALLED: two solvers had FORESTALLEN, the other
mistakes were one-offs.
Slot 5. A few individual errors again in this puzzle but the
biggest source of lost dots was HEAD (11): READ (4), LEAD (2)
the other five were TEND, WEND, SEED and HERD. Another
problem was SCOUT (4) and SHORT (2) for SHOUT.
COTM. This was close as there were 12 clues with two votes
and the result was not decided until the last few votes came in.
38 members voted ending as a tie between OVERCAPITALISED
from Slot 2 and GNUS from Slot 5 each with 4 votes.
Congratulations to JAXA and Zinzan. Joan Smith
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Prizewinner: November 2020 Slots 1-5: Claire McClelland. Congrats!
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Half & Half
by

P-brane

Prize
$75

Across

Down

9 Insect finds the Very Reverend Spooner’s wine bottle
empty (9)
10 Quit the Parisian boulevard (5)
11 Leaders in Artificial Intelligence require educational
backgrounds in Systems reverse-engineering as found in
Eastern Europe (7)
12 Voluminous mane a grooming fashion? (3,4)
13 Open and exposed one’s family to an organisation’s
communications methods (6,9)
14 English male discussion group enrol in court
proceedings (7)

1 Probabilities (4)
2 African tree (6)
3 Compulsion (8)
4 Concern (6)
5 Representational (8)
6 Wither (6)
7 Delusions of persecution (8)
8 Reflect on the past (10)

17 The price of carrying heroin from the old city-state (7)

13 Uncertain (10)

19 A delay in getting first decision resulted in a Court
hiatus while the jury was out (8,7)

15 Resins (8)

23 Academic cohorts stake in engineering (7)
24 Very it! Tales without a reference to food (7)
26 Cruel ruptured open sore (5)
27 Perfect example of ruined cheap tyre (9)

16 Sports official (8)
18 Uncommon entities (8)
20 Acceptors of challenge (6)
21 Lively (6)
22 Embedded decorations (6)
25 Cast (4)

Slots 1-5: Andrew Patterson, 372 Great North Rd, Abbotsford NSW 2046
NSW e-mail: mcandap@bigpond.net.au
Closing mail date: Friday 18 December 2020. NOTE THE EARLY
CLOSING DATE!
|S|E|N|D|
|S|O|L|U|T|I|O|N|S|
|T|O|:

Slot 6: Ian Thompson, 12 Olive Street, Malvern East Vic 3145
email: irt_botanist@hotmail.com
Closing mail date: Friday 8 January 2021.
For online entry, submission and adjudication via ACCOLADE click
on the ACCOLADE button on the www.crosswordclub.org home page.
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Cryptic
by

Xythum

Prize
$75

Across
1 Nimble-fingered fellow spirited manifestation
spinning round - no end of fun (15)
9 After wild party got number for bird (5)
10 Transported in our trap adapted to you and me (9)
11 Beg for endless sex in the wood (7)
12 Student having brief vacation in small automobile
(7)
13 In sorrow, no flower for white bird (5)
15 Discharged obligation surrounding gamble with ace
removed . No charge incurred in return. (5-4)
18 Pales rise, fashioned as frames for fruit trees (9)
19 Old king hides in the night before call up (5)
21 After diplomacy I caught opening of secret military
plans (7)

Down
1 Biblical story of appreciable complexity, but no epic (7)
2 Secretly listen to hear first lady’s fall (9)
3 For example Northern Irish shirt raised a slight blush
(5)
4 “Black Beauty” for example, revealing hidden
attributes (4,5)
5 First of reds missing from wine crop leaves empty
spaces (5)
6 Enter text without looking to feel kind (5-4)
7 Time to flatten online pest (5)
8 Reredos renovated in colour (4-3)
14 Stealing around middle of Ireland, Tom cut short
reprimand (7,2)
16 No end of banter in phoney aphoristic nut (9)

24 A squat without student leader in charge is likely
to be underwater (7)

17 A defensive position over international gold unit with
more reason (1,8)

26 Pennsylvania artist has symbolic diagram in short
news item (9)

18 Last of police caught subject out of normal position (7)

27 Zone auction offering unknown currency (5)
28 Wandering crab, walking, has medium impact on
environmental pollution (6,9)

20 Weep in pent distress, but keep secret (7)
22 Tender for transport over east river (5)
23 Emblem of office in workforce (5)
25 Open up universal neutron energy (5)

GENERAL COMMENTS
Many thanks to the Club for my recent prizes.A very welcome boost at this time. Julie Leigh
Thank you to all who prepare the puzzles and CrOZworld. Thank you too for the bonus puzzles; much appreciated!
Cheryl Wilcox
Thank you for my Slot 1 prize. Always a lovely surprise. Thanks also for the Lenfest this month. Always enjoyable and
testing. Robyn Wimbush
Happy to be a new member to the ACC and looking forward to future puzzles! Lauren Bridel
Re the Bonus Puzzles: I enjoy solving puzzles and prefer those from 1994 and 1995 on Coming & Going; & from 1994;
a Novelty Crossword; and from 1996 Anagramia. Graeme Cole
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Cryptic
by

Lexi
Conner
Prize
$75

Across

Down

1 Miss ice breaking up caused by earthquakes (7)

1 Robbed the haughty (5-2)

5 Nan has impressive degree (7)

2 Minor bar keeps company in order (15)

9 Avoiding ritual, directly and abruptly (15)

3 Some punter ambitiously backed horse (4)

10 Small difficulty with relatives on the weekend (4)

4 Come about container for pool (7)

11 Power can… (5)

5 Hunts go badly from the starting signal (7)

12 …spring onto the first of many unwanted messages
(4)

6 Bright star reflected in WA River (4)

15 Take for granted party leader gets summary (7)
16 Term report on crude upheaval (7)

7 Ridicule dates giving rise to regrets (15)
8 Untidy labs may become dreadful (7)

17 Learner in exploit over Delaware (7)

13 Contemplated inspiration shown by head of
department (5)

19 Heartless father had scowled (7)

14 Pointer to unopened burial mound (5)

21 Charged particles result from ‘no-pick’ choices (4)

17 Noise occasioned by bone found on archaeological
site (7)

22 Lie about a dietary requirement (5)
23 Love fellows displaying sign (4)
26 Newspaper happening to expose frequent event (5,10)
27 Showplace kitchen includes top of the range (7)
28 Skill is a necessary opener for craftsperson (7)

18 Anxious sorceress enters outskirts of Toukley (7)
19 Prescription for adding only the core of
stimulants (7)
20 Brown has gone crazy in prison (7)
24 Lebanese city band (4)
25 Unnumbered written legal document (4)

ACC membership renewals for 2021: Warren Allen, Karl Audrins, Robyn Caine, Fay Copland, Hilary Cromer, Julie Crowe, Peter Dearie, Margaret Dennis, Mary Dodd, Geoff Fauser, Gabriel Fuller, Pat
Horan, Valerie Howard, Samuel Howat, Barbara Ibbott, Jill Lankshear, Gabrielle Leeds, Alison Martin,
Andrew Patterson, Marian Procter, Alison Shield, Margaret Steinberger, Nea Storey, Anne Young.[see
also November 2020 edition]
Generous donations to the 2021 Prize Fund are gratefully acknowledged from: Warren Allen, Karl
Audrins, Ulla Axelsen, John Brotherton, Robyn Caine, Fay Copland, Maurice Cowan, Hilary Cromer,
Julie Crowe, Mary Dodd, Gabriel Fuller, Ray Gooderick, Odette Greenberger, Kathy Horadam, Pat
Horan, Sam Howat, Barbara Ibbott, Jill Lankshear, Gabrielle Leeds, Alison Martin, Ian Mason, Carmel
McCormack, Andrew Patterson, Marian Procter, Robyn Whitehead, Anne Young. [see also November
2020 edition]
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AJ
by

Valkyrie

Prize
$75

Solutions begin with the given letter.
Place them in the grid jigsaw-wise,
where they fit.

A Tomfool male embraced by god, consumed by relief
(7)
B Cafe supports short course (9)

N Second part of Brave New World perhaps? (5)
O Where some people shop for fish? (6)

C Tea strike in Boston reportedly a travesty (7)

P Spanish military post director loses specialist to
international ring (8)

D Name that is initially tempering your scepticism (7)

Q Worth citing detailed part assigned by expert (8)

E Almanacs record attention-seeking noise and
unconventional desire (11)

R File protects electronic system exemplar (4,5)

F Northern nettle leaf ruined material (11)
G Plaster images soft inside (5)
H Starts to have a knowledgeable awareness for
opening moves at some rugby games (4)
I Rascally independent politician is hot (6)
J Spam for Spooner’s brother Nick (4,4)

S Rage follows elevated state, Catch-22 possibly (6)
T Glasses for acrobats (8)
U Unduly low calls from disturbed dune birds (9)
V Six tricks for computer corrupters (7)
W Manufactured whiskey, unpleasant on tip of tongue
(7)

K Nameless governor regularly knits uniforms (6)

X Conversely, old retired type excited over heroin plant
(9)

L Clean below the French? Au contraire! (7)

Y 1879 perhaps, Kelly languished (7)

M Trench coat initially made for cold (4)

Z Animal park elephant keeper without anguish ends
move from near to far (4,3)
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Cryptic
by
Nigrum Cattus

Prize
$75

Across

3 Mutton chop bone can be cause of change (5)

7 Taking off north, Hindenburg crashed on city (9)

4 Edible fruit raised in soil gully (4)

8 Church council characters - drowsy, nodding off (5)

5 Judge addressed malady, lost a year in position (2-4)

10 Cancel an aid loan to build a waterway (10,5)

6 Reconnaissance on the eastern front is here to stay (3,3)

11 Instrumentalist could be from north of the 21 (5)

9 Reorganised Ananda Marga and a lost method of
recycling letters (7)

12 Former NSW Premier attended a broadcast function
many years ago in Scotland (4,4)
13 Hamlet reveals a new deal (5)
15 See 18 Down

14 Army poets in tunics (7)

18 Greedy person might hold an annual soiree (8)

16 They restrained shrewd body of divine rulers (8)

20 Earl disappears from side of Scottish loch (5)

17 Needs review of genetics, taking time for introduction of
eugenics (8)

22 Encourage with court speed in contest (3-3-5,4)
24 Could be one like it (3,2)

18, 15 Eden’s against spaghetti buffet for Robbie’s birthday
bun fight (6,5,3,7)

25 Scratch crew of Britons (9)

19 Glamour is not our strong feature (6)

Down

21 Just missed a medal, as rumoured once abroad (5)

1 Maybe 60/60 vision one reported to regard as
perfect (8)

23 A British confederate declared elected (4)

2 Joint secret is partly submerged (4,4)
A C C
R
O Z
O Z
W
N O T E S
R
L
D

ACC

Join our Facebook group and discuss anything to do with words and puzzles. (No discussion of current prize puzzles please.)
Search for Australian Crossword Club or click the
hyperlink.
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A Term or
Two
by

Flowerman
Prize
$75

Across clues have a misprint in their
definition. In clue order the correct letters specify the theme, of which the four
unclued entries are examples.
Across
1 See rubric (7,6)

Down
2 Old friend in Spain like a rock (7)

10 Swede perhaps in agitated state after taking drug
(7)

3 English dish cooked with cheese occasionally
bursts open (8)

11 Naomi finally mended tear in cloth (7)

4 Bad-tempered person so upsetting (4)

12 Wimps releasing Old French hens (5)

5 Getting on the wagon to replace politician
whimpering and talking ineffectually (10)

13 Strewth! No good if disturbed wife abandoned geit
(8)
15 I say Antigone’s first line simply (10)
16 Matter concerning the woman’s missing husband
(4)
18 Pale bird (4)

6 Subject of story extremely gruesome (5)
7 Figure out where unionist’s cold associate left brief
(7)
8 See rubric (7,1,5)
9 See rubric (7,6)

20 Most lines by contracted writer with links to
jockey (10)

14 Tireless investigator cleared to develop germ
destroying apparatus (10)

22 Just law limiting papers I see (8)

17 Sound attempt to introduce a garden plant (8)

24 Queen welcoming recipe for confect (5)

19 Article by Italian poet and musician’s moderately
slow (7)

26 Shun new Poet Laureate without reason? On the
contrary (7)
27 Couth American native showing in Quechuan
acolyte (7)
28 See rubric (7,6)

23 A bit of rehab electrifying rising star (5)
25 Old King Henry supporting Irish playwright briefly
(4)

Send
Solution
to:

|P|A|G|E| |8|

21 Current Australian tenor getting stuck into beer
supply in this state? (7)

Ian Thompson, 12 Olive Street, Malvern East Vic 3145
email: irt_botanist@hotmail.com
Closing mail date: Friday 8 January 2021.
[or submit via ACCOLADE on www.crosswordclub.org.]
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Quiz No 10/2020 Back or front for Twitchers by
Child’s Play (Brian Symons)
Entries received: 36
Winner: Glenda Lloyd.

Congratulations!

Results: 26 Patricia Abbot ,Warren Allen, Ulla Axelsen,
Maureen Blake, Robyn Caine, Bev Cockburn, Len
Colgan, Julie Crowe, Jim Fowler, Pat Garner, Barbara
Glissan, Ray Gooderick, David Grainger, Doreen Jones,
Glenda Lloyd, Robyn Mackenzie, Frank Martin, Claire
McClelland, Ann Millard, Eileen O’Brien, Sue Pinder,
Michael Potts, David Procter, Danita Rosendorff, Joan
Smith, Nea Storey, Michael Veress, Keith Williams,
Robyn Wimbush. 25 Ian Mason, Drew Meek, Anne
Simons, Cheryl Wilcox, Kate Williams. 24 Trish
McPherson. 23 Roy Taylor.
Adjudicator’s comments:
This quiz seemed popular, with comments including
“fun”, “intriguing” and “enjoyable”. A few longer
comments are attached. The only alternatives accepted
were COCKER (a term of familiarity) for COBBER and
surprisingly GULLABLE as an alternative spelling.
Gridatorial - continued from p 1
The absence of negative comment on our crosswords and
quizzes and the content of the magazine in general may
be an indication that the Club is meeting your demands.
However we will welcome all and any suggestions for
changes and improvements for the future on any aspect
of our operations and magazine.
As noted, if the Club is to continue it will be essential to
involve more members. A summary of the tasks necessary
to our operation may be found at page 13, with an indication of additional support already offered. If any members
are interested in becoming involved in any area, I shall be
delighted to provide more detail.
Ian Williams - Editor

December 2021 Slot 7
Pangram AJ by Raoul

A little extra for Christmas! Solutions require some
knowledge of, or speculation about, Raoul – and their
clues are in alphabetical order of the solutions. Prize:
a bottle of Chateau René Pogel 1962, or equivalent,
from Raoul's cellar. Email entries (you may simply list
solutions in order) to
williamgryan@icloud.com
or photo to 0418 974 123 by
8 January 2021 or solve via
ACCOLADE.

The Clues

Raoul's long, long lunch? (7)
Raoul's hair-colour earns him
this silver monicker (3)
Raoul-free zone! (3)
Raoul's grandmother (true!) and a plant (3)
Raoul is, unfortunately,
growing these due to his
aversion to exercise (5)
Raoul awarded the Nobel? (6)
Raoul's amorous holiday
house, according to the B52s
(5)

ACC

world

GONORRHEA had to have the American spelling to end in
rhea as intimated in the title. SAUTERNE caused a bit of
concern as tern is not the end, till the penny dropped and
the ERNE emerged.
Answers: 1 bandiCOOT, 2 BANTAMweight, 3 bEAGLE, 4
COBber, 5 cRAVEN, 6 CROWn, 7 DOVEtail, 8 EMUlate,
9 gLORY, 10 gonorRHEA, 11 GOOSEberry, 12 GULLible,
13 HENna, 14 JAYwalking, 15 KEAting, 16 MARTINi,
17 PENitent, 18 PUFFINg, 19 ROOKie, 20 RUFFian, 21
sautERNE—, 22 skyLARK, 23 SQUABble, 24 SWANky,
25 TITtle, 26 WRENch
Solvers’ Comments:
No 6 was the last I got till I remembered English
monarchs are not appointed but anointed. Betty Siegman
I enjoyed this tremendously. Kate Williams
It never ceases to amaze me how all composers come up
with different ideas. Julie Leigh
A little gem. Pat Garner
Not a quiz I just flew through! Frank MARTIN
Quiz 12/2020. Keeping Spirits Up! By Fortuna 48.
Solutions have something in common and are in alphabetical
order. Send your solutions to Nea Storey, 10 Whiteman Street,
Wanniassa, ACT 2903. Email: chnestorey@netspeed.com.au.
Closing date 8 January 2020. $75 prize
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Old French painter, on way back, makes an early stop (4)
Water of Life for a Roman (4,5)
Scottish Old Church (4,4)
Barely shuffled (6)
A member of former Royal Family of France (7)
Preserve Cognac, for example. (10)
Four Acts of Macbeth, for example! (4)
Two elements required for oxymoron (4-5)
Lob (8)
Sound horn in front of church (6)
Mick or Pat, perhaps? (5)
Little John Pedestrian (7,6)
Monsieur Key (4)
Night-light (9)
Tidy cattle (4)
Bite (3)
Dangerous landing-place for the crew (2,3,5)
Soil flavouring favoured by 11, perhaps (4)
Late night flight from Perth (3-3)
Outlying parts of 19 found in English seaside town (3)
Put a stop to sticky tape (6)
Redeploy the calmer military division. (3,4,5)
American-Quebec graduate expresses repugnance (10)
Value Added Tax for storage (1,1,1)

M E M B E R
N E W S
New Members: Lauren Bridel of Dulwich Hill, NSW.
Josh McKenzie and William McKenzie from the other
side of The Ditch, a gift from Robyn McKenzie. A warm
welcome to the Club.
Please note that due to Australia Post's withdrawal
of PO Box facilities from Comet, our Secretary/
Treasurer's postal address is now Jenny Wenham,
48 Shakespeare Street, Comet QLD 4702.
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Slot 1 Half and Half by P-brane (Roger Hearne)
Always good to start another month. I liked DEPOT. Ann Millard
A good warm-up crossword. Thanks. Ulla Axelsen
Liked TRESS and NIGGARD. Max Roddick
Slot 2 Cryptic by JAXA (Jack Alexander)
Many very clever clues. I especially liked those for
OVERCAPITALISED; TEL AVIV; INCURIOUS and THONG. Brian
Tickle
I liked OVERCAPITALISED & THONG. Ian McKenzie
A lot to like. Only issue is that “starting necropsy” is not N; but
should be “start of necropsy”. Len Colgan
21D I liked the toothless speaking of SONG to get THONG!
Fraser Simpson
Great puzzle for a coffee break! Thank you. Glenda Lloyd
Not difficult; but I enjoyed the interesting surface readings. Ian
Thompson
75% of Huns got a powerful and audible groan when I finally
realised. Lauren Bridel
I liked the clues for TEL AVIV; YELLOW PAGES and
INCURIOUS. Nea Storey
Liked clues for NOSES, INCURIOUS & LITIGANTS. Anne Simons
Very nice! I especially liked OVERCAPITALISED; NOSES and
THONG. Kathy Horadam
Fifteen letter words are a great start! Ann Millard

|D|E|C|E|M|B|E|R| |2|0|2|0|

Learnt a couple of new words; TASSELL and TREMA. However;
what are the chances of remembering them? Ann Millard
Some great clues. Knew that it was the diaeresis that was
wanted in 21d but took some time finding another word for it.
Ulla Axelsen
Slot 4 AJ by Pentangle (Brian Tickle)
A really enjoyable AJ. I loved the CRYSTAL SET wordplay.
DISINTEREST was a close second. Fraser Simpson
Really liked CRYSTAL SET. I assume ‘tip almost’ is equivalent to
‘TAPE(r)’? [APEx in TINE – Adj] Len Colgan
Liked SPACE BAR; and voted LAXATIVE COTM. Roy Taylor
I liked the space bar! Robyn McKenzie
Loved the clue for SPACE BAR! Nea Storey
If Marrowskys were already well-known; why did we change the
name when Dr. Spooner started using them ? [The word is first
recorded in the verbal form Marrowskying in the critical review
of the first edition (1859) of “A Dictionary of Modern Slang, Cant,
and Vulgar Words”, by the English publisher and author John
Camden Hotten. As Spooner was born in 1844 it seems that the
Marrowsky preceded the Spoonerism, but the latter is in more
common use – Adj] Max Roddick
So many excellent clues; thanks Pentangle. I loved those for
CRYSTAL SET , EVICTED, L LAXATIVE and MACULE. Kathy
Horadam
Learning new words all the time. Always a favourite puzzle. Ann
Millard
As with all good AJs; a mixture of common and not so common
words. Ulla Axelsen I really look forward to the alphabeticals,
and this one did not disappoint! Caroline Mackay-Sim

An enjoyable crossword. Ulla Axelsen

Slot 5 Cryptic by Zinzan (Andrew Patterson)

Liked LITIGANTS and YELLOW PAGES. Max Roddick

A challenging mix of clever and hard clues. A few abbreviations
not in Chambers (President = P; horse = H; colt = C) slowed me
down; but I do know those two horse-racing uses. I rated the
clues for HEAD and GNUS highly; but tricky. Len Colgan

Slot 3 Cryptic by Manveru (Michael Kennedy)
Liked NUMBER ONE & TREMA Ian McKenzie
I really enjoyed the clues for TENET and ELIZABETH TAYLOR
and I loved the one for NUMBER ONE when I finally understood
how it worked. Brian Tickle
STRETCHER BEARER was favourite. Patricia Abbott
Baffled by 21 down [TREMA] despite extensive searching. My
answer is probably wrong. Roger Douglas
Amazing clues almost all worthy of COTM Brian Symons
Great fun those big clues were most entertaining. Jenny Madden
Lot of clever clues. I thought NUMBER ONE was the best of
them. Ian Thompson
lovely clues. My favourite was get real Robyn McKenzie
Some lucky guesses helped! Anne Simons
This was fun and a challenge; especially TASSELL; which
we’ve had before with one ‘L’; so I assume this is an alternative
spelling. Some great clues; especially CONGA; STRETCHERBEARER and TREMA (which was new to me)> Kathy Horadam
Re 21 down; I have no idea; Can’t see the connection between
Dotty; Mark and Chloe? Graeme Cole
I needed a lie down after this one. Some very original thinking!
Richard Skinner

|P|A|G|E| |1|0|

I loved the clue for AVENS. Fraser Simpson
Very nice puzzle. Ian Thompson
24dn I put GNUS. G is end of departing and nus is “sun up”.
But are gnus well known migrants? HEAD had a clever clue.
Roy Taylor
All set for Happy Hour: STEIN; STUBBY; SLAB; CHEER;
FOSTERS; PORTER; SHOUT - a glass of ROSE - Nea Storey
Excellent clues. Hard to decide on COTM Anne Simons
gnus took ages Brian Symons
Re 5 down [HEAD] there are 52 words that will fit in _E_D; and
I have no idea which one will fit! Also a few guesses here and
there- Had another guess for 5 down. Graeme Cole
This was a challenge for me. So many great clues including
AVENS and GNUS. Ann Millard
Stumped by 5D. Warren Allen
Found it difficult to get into some of the clues. Still not sure
of some. Other clues were quite clever. Ulla Axelsen Fingers
crossed with this one! I liked the GNUS. Robyn McKenzie
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NAME...............................

NAME: ...................................................

Send solution to: Ian Thompson, 12 Olive Street,

Malvern East Vic 3145 email: irt_botanist@hotmail.com
Closing mail date: Friday 8 January 2021.
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Post entries for Slots 1-5 to: : Andrew Patterson, 372 Great North Rd, Abbotsford NSW 2046 |P|A|G|E|

e-mail: mcandap@bigpond.net.au. or submit via ACCOLADE on www.crosswordclub.org
The closing mail date for puzzles 1 to 5 is Friday 18 December 2020.

Clue of the Month ............................
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October 6-2020 Cryptic by The Mythtics (Ulla
Axelsen & Ian Williams)
Entries received 90, Correct 64, Success rate 71.1%.
Prize winner: Larry Kennedy. Congratulations!
Compiler’s comments
We thank all members for the kind comments. We tried
to achieve the compiler’s grail of a clean sweep for the
solvers, while giving them a challenge, but were defeated
by EXEGETIC. Incorrect answers were responsible for no
less than 21 dots! The word play gave EX (former lover)
+ EG (for example) + CITE< (call back) with a definition
indicating the adjectival form (by way of). Sorry, but we
tried! MORALISE gave minor problems but other errors
seem to be typos. The Nina seemed to have been widely
identified and, like the Empire, we’ll be back!
Explanations Across: 7 (NALA + HP)< + X, 8 abALONE,
9 N + ARK, 10 AC + CO + MP + LI + S + H, 11
IMPrUDENT, 12 GI< in SPOT, 14 (KO + MA)<, 16 V +
homoph “four”(IV) + A + T, 17 RA + NI, 18 GR + EYE
+ R, 19 EX + EG + CITE<, 22 AL(L) + LOCUTION, 24
heads, 25 SEN + D + S, 26 OB + SCENE. Down: 1
TALe + K +TURKEY, 2 First letters H+A+R+A + RE, 3
(EXCITED OVER dUTIEs)*, 4 MAR+MO+SET, 5 Y+OWL,
6 TE+ASP+O+ON, 7 PS+A+L+M, 13 IS+(EARLIEST)*, 15
MOR(A+LISt)E, 16 VIRTUOUS - US +SI, 20 EAR NEST A, 21 Hidden, 23 O(IN)K.
Solvers’ Comments
The strange grid itself forecast a Nina. Len Colgan
Why do I never notice the Nina until I am entering the
solution online?! “The Mythtics strike again!” Julie Leigh
Was so happy to have finished this so early but have
probably fallen on my face - don’t really like my answer
to 2d. [All fine, Eileen – M] Isn’t “inkle” a lovely word!
Eileen O’Brien
The Mythtics Strike Again - indeed! Michael Kennedy
I learnt a few new words here. Tony Dobele
That was a great workout. Some tricky clues. Thank you
Mythtics. Trish McPherson
Liked IMPUDENT and VIRTUOSI Max Roddick
An enjoyable solve, not difficult for a slot 6. Ian
Thompson
The Mythtics strike again, what fun! Plus a few new
words for me. Kathy Horadam
Learned some new words...exegetic, illocution. Hard to
drop into a conversation! Michael McCabe

|D|E|C|E|M|B|E|R| |2|0|2|0|
Thank-you. Loved it. William Ryan
I was very gruntled to see ‘inkle’ amongst the answers.
Thanks for the challenge. Robyn Caine
Explanations for November slots 1 to 5
Note: cd = cryptic definition; dd = double definition; rev or < =
reversal; homophones are noted as “homoph” and words from
which they are derived may be shown in quotes; anagrams
as anag. if straightforward, or (NNNN)*. “Heads” or Tails” are
first or last letters of part of a clue; letters forming solutions are
normally written as capitals and removals as lower case;hw
or hidden = hidden word. Explanations provided by individual
compilers may vary from this format.

Slot 1 InGrid. Down: 1 TuRn+es+s, 2 gin< + drag<, 3
ada+pt+able, 4 hidden IN TROuble, 5 eyes+(how+a+d)*,
6 homoph “quire”, 7 anag, 8 dd, 13 anag, 14 a+tt+
(tanned)*, 15 (chase+run+(si)Z(ed))*, 17 dud+ (gone)*,
19 lob+e+ail<, 21 hidden stalLATCHurch, 22 cd, 24 (re)
turns.
Slot 2 JAXA. Across: 1 Homoph “sick”, 3 vIDEO LOG
biblICAL, 9 N in TRACES, 10 VALET< + IV, 11 Anagram,
12 I’LL + GO + (TENT)*, 14 COPS + East, 15 NO SES,
17 (h)UNS KILLED, 19 cd {over(=done) in capital letters},
22 Anagram, 23 O + NET + I + M + E, 24 cd dd, 25
GrAsS. Down: 1 Def + (MY CODE)*, 2 (A ST)in COAL, 3
INCUR + IOUS, 4 Hidden, 5 LIT + (GIANTS)*, 6 GALE +
N... {ca 200 CE}, 7 OVER in CUP, 8 LEVEL + HEADED
+ capoNE’S Scams, 13 TRUMP + EDU + P, 14 CougH +
ILLNESS, 16 STEN + penCIL, 18 LA + STING, 20 CAR +
GO, 21 TH(s)ONG.
Slot 3 Manveru. Across: 1 cd, 9 (MOPEd)< in RAN,
10 (ROT+A+N(e)E(d)S)<, 11 UN(T)I+E, 12 (TARGET
+ MAN)*, 13 Double play on ‘relay’, 15 ALL+A+H, 16
hidden<, 18 Mark - defining literal mark and St. Mark,
20 A + (S + RELENTS)*, 23 dd, 24 homoph ‘get reel’, 25
A+MATE+U+R, 26 (ORBIT+YET+ALL+HAZE)*. Down:
1 (URGENT+ADMIRAL+BE)*, 2 (EACH+TIP)*, 3 Ref to
hydrogen (ION -No.1), 4 palindrome, 5 (EDEN + SIN)*
around H(e)R, 6 C(t)ONGA, 7 (TEN+B+ALL)*, 8 cd, 14
(REALM+IS) + LE, 15 (A + N + CAMERA)* round I, 17
(STREAM)* + I, 19 hidden - arTASSELLer, 21 dd of
sorts, 22 S+LASH.

A good challenge which always creates pleasure when
done! Robyn McKenzie

Slot 4 Pentangle. A APP + ROOF, B cd, C
CRY(ST)<TESLA, D DISINTE[R]EST, E E + VIC + TED,
F FOREST A <DELL, G Spooner “yap gear”, H HA(MAn)
TES, I (INS(P)IDER)*, J Homoph “Jew - no!”, K KOBO +
LSD*, L L(A<TAX)IVE, M MAC + (vALUe)<, N (l)OV(e) in
NICE, O mOCCASI(O)N, P PA(L) + PULES, Q Homoph
“coins”, R LUGER< + AT + E, S cd, T T(APExL)INE, U
UN(fILm)IT + REAL*, V IVEB*, W RAW< + B + LED, X

The Mythtics strike again. Doreen Jones

Swap D for X in DENIAL, Y CAT in YUAN, Z enZYME.

It’s a Nina month isn’t it! “THE MYTHTICS STRIKE
AGAIN!”, bless them. Richard Skinner
Really enjoyed PHALANX and OINK clues. Jean Evans
Them Ythtics strike again! Andrew Miles

Some tricky clues favourites were OINK and ERNEST.
Joan Smith
A NINA around the perimeter “The Mythtics strike
again”! Marian Procter
The Mythtics strike again! David Parsons
Nina up to her usual tricks with some cruciverbal graffiti
on behalf of the setters? Kath Harper
...and again and again, I hope! Bev Cockburn
A fun puzzle - spiced up with unusual words. Roger Douglas

|P|A|G|E| |1|2|

Slot 5 Zinzan. Across: 6 s----e<>(is,run)*, 7 --ste in-------, 9 ddef, 10 c,offer,dams, 11 sta(-r-t-e-)rs, 13 stubbly
-l, 15 (seen)*, 17 Che(e--)r, 18 -------s lab-----, 19
P,retro<, 20 (al-,agreed)*, 23 ---b---,(ignore,gun)*, 26 r--,eek, 27 s,Cu,ll, 28 f,-osters. Down: 1 (tender,name)*,
2 (c-il-,c-re)*, 3 fres-<, 4 -rosses sa---- <, 5 h(e------)
ad, 6 s(h/c)out, 8 man<,-ibia, 12 s-------m,ear, 14 -un,(aerials)*,d, 16 sho-,guns, 17 car(p--,o----------)ols, 21
hm(die,jest), 22 a,Ven-s, 24 --------g,sun<, 25 initials
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Functions/Individuals that need to be carried out for continued
operation of the Australian Crossword Club

At present the functions below are carried out by four individuals, which makes the Club extremely
vulnerable. A possible division of functions to foster greater participation is shown below. It is not
essential that each function be carried out in future by a different person. However, there should be
at least two members with a knowledge of, experience in and the ability to perform, each function so
as to provide a back-up. We have had a number of offers from the members consulted on the future
of the Club, as indicated below, but we would welcome more to ensure that we can face the future
with confidence.
More detailed "duty statements" are available to outline the actual jobs needing to be done - just
email Ian at ianw@weboe.com.au requesting one or all lists

Past

Present

Back-up offered

1

Treasurer

Jenny Wenham

Jenny Wenham

2

Membership Secretary

Jenny Wenham

Jenny Wenham

3

Puzzle Editor

Ian Williams

Ian Williams

4

Adjudicators

various

various

5

Adjudicator liaison

Patrick Street

Ian Williams

More volunteers
would spread the
load.
Andrew Patterson

6

Rob Moline

Rob Moline

Tony Dobele

7

ACCOLADE and website
maintenance
CrOZworld Editor

Patrick Street

Ian Williams

8

pdf editing and preparation

Patrick Street

Ian Williams

9

Proof-reader

Ian Williams

Susan Williams

10

Printer

Patrick Street

11

Clue competition
coordinator
Prize and certificate
coordination and issue

Michael Kennedy

Michael Kennedy

Patrick Street

Jenny Wenham
and Ian Williams

12

Andrew Miles,
Andrew Patterson
Michael Kennedy

Kath Harper
Joan Smith *

Andrew Patterson

* We are seeking additional information to identify those members who have no alternative to a
printed magazine. The aim would, in the long run, to be to pair each such member with another
member who would print one copy, so as to reduce the need for anyone to print and distribute
multiple copies. We will keep members informed on progress towards this aim and the need to seek
volunteers in particular areas.
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